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PRINCE STREET POP UP PARK
Lancaster City
The Prince Street Pop Up Park is a vibrant, popular green space created
on an existing parking lot and future site of a hotel. The pop up park
filled a temporary void in the streetscape and provided a focal point
in the 100 block of North Prince Street. It became a casual gathering
space with a distinct sense of place.
The park represents a private investment in the temporary use of a
previously underutilized site. The property owners – Crystal Weaver
and Kyle Sollenberger of the Commons Company – used a charrette
process that involved local business owners and design professionals
skilled in the creation of successful urban destinations. This process
resulted in a product that is new to Lancaster County.
The Prince Street Pop Up Park also demonstrated a commitment to
green/sustainable practices through use of salvaged and repurposed
materials, planting of trees, installation of a solar charging station, and
recycling of beverage containers.
In addition, the park provided economic benefits. Numerous small
businesses were essential to the Prince Street Pop Up Park’s great
success. Local residents and young entrepreneurs found employment
as park vendors, and a holiday market was also set up in the park.
Rather than leaving future development sites vacant between land
acquisition and eventual construction, other communities could create
similar temporary spaces for public enjoyment using this simple, lowcost park as an effective model.
PROJECT PARTNERS: The Commons Company and RGS Associates
with Benchmark Construction, Lancaster County Coalition for Smart Growth,
The Infantree, Two Dudes Painting, Penn Stone, and Advanced Solar.

> Comments from the Judges
Flexible. An incubator for economic development. | An under-utilized urban infill site energized for a time. | Wanted life and activity. Did it on a dime.
Ability to bring people there. | Great example of a third place. | Something neat that can be done elsewhere. Incubator concept. | Concept is easily
repeated and a model that other communities should be looking towards. | Excellent use of a typically ignored empty lot waiting to be built upon.
Easily something that could be replicated on other lots or locations throughout the city. | Designed to fit within neighborhood scale and character.
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BUILDING ON STRENGTH: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE CITY OF LANCASTER
Lancaster City
Through the creation of Building on Strength, the Lancaster City Alliance
has developed a long-term economic development strategy for the City of
Lancaster. This planning process began from a position of strength, largely the
result of over 15 years of coordinating and implementing strategies identified
in a 1998 plan. Today, Lancaster is building on that strength.
This forward-thinking plan leverages those assets and achievements with a
goal of continuing positive economic trends. It also addresses other factors that
affect economic development including conditions of neighborhoods, provision
of infrastructure, and the role of community anchors and local government.
The focus of this plan is the downtown dore and the commercial hubs that
serve as neighborhood centers for the city.
Building on Strength was developed through an extensive and comprehensive
public engagement process. Development of the plan was designed to be a
community-driven process with final recommendations that will be implemented
by a broad range of partners and stakeholders. Public participation included
strong partnerships and direct engagement with community stakeholders.
In addition to the 19-member steering committee, a diverse 70-member
working group comprised of community leaders and city stakeholders reviewed
the plan as it was being drafted, served as ambassadors for promoting
community participation, and acted as a sounding board to shape the strategies
and recommendations included in the plan.
Anticipated outcomes of the plan are that by 2030 Lancaster City will:
•

Increase per capita income to 70% of that of Pennsylvania;

•

Have 300 new hotel rooms in the downtown and nearby commercial
hubs;

• See 2,500 new residential units;
• Achieve 100,000 square feet of new and renovated retail/restaurant
space in the downtown and surrounding commercial hubs;
•

Fill/create 300,000 square feet of office and flex space;

•

Realize $1 billion in private capital investment; and

• See ongoing private investment that will outweigh public investment
in economic development.
PROJECT PARTNERS: Lancaster City Alliance with the City of Lancaster,
Mahan Rykiel Associates, RGS Associates, and Arnett Muldrow & Associates.

> Comments from the Judges
A tangible, tactical plan to move forward. | Impressive level of community involvement. | The plan includes viable action approaches. |
Excellent. | Amazing public participation and collaboration. Demonstrated a high level of civic engagement and showed how planning should be
done! | Terrific example of leadership, forward thinking, public participation, and consensus building. | Civic engagement was phenomenal…
hats off for a job well done!

